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JEAN-PIERRE GIBRAT was born in Paris in 1954, less than a decade after the Second
World War. “In my generation,” he says, “everyone was at least once asked the

question: ‘What would you have done if you had lived at that time?’”

He was raised in a strong union (General Confederation of Labor) household

and held a fascination for history and philosophy. He received his B. A. in 1972 and

began his career as a graphic designer and advertising artist. He made his comics

debut in 1977, illustrating short stories for the popular French comics magazine

Pilote. In 1978 he teamed with writer Jackie Berroyer on Goudard, a coming-of-age

series about a teenaged boy that would eventually be collected in five books. In 1982

he and Berroyer created La Parisienne, about a young woman; the two characters

would later team-up in several albums.

In the 1980s and ’90s Gibrat provided illustrations for general magazines and

illustrated many other graphic stories, including several books in the Doctors Without

Borders series—about missions in Africa, Thailand, and Guatemala (with writers Guy

Vidal and Dominique  Leguillier)—and Pinocchia, an erotic version of Collodi’s classic

(from a script by Francis Leroi).

It was with the award-winning The Reprieve (Le Sursis), published in two

volumes between 1997 and 1999, that Gibrat began writing his own scenarios,

seamlessly uniting words and pictures. He also united his interest in history with his

love of art. The Reprieve takes place during the Occupation in 1943 and introduced

the heroine Cécile, whose sister Jeanne is the protagonist of Flight of the Raven (Le

Vol du Corbeau), which was published in two parts, in 2002 and 2005.

Gibrat has also written and illustrated Mattéo, a sweeping epic that follows its

lead character from the First World War, through the Russian Revolution, the Spanish

Civil War, and into World War Two.

In 2014 Jean-Pierre Gibrat was knighted in the French Ordre des Arts et des

Lettres.
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Jean-Pierre Gibrat’s lushly colored graphic novel has been called one of

the most stunningly beautiful comics of the 21st Century. The story unfolds

during the latter days of the German Occupation in World War II and stars

a memorable heroine—the French Resistance fighter named Jeanne. The

Allies may have landed at Normandy, but Paris remains a world away. Jeanne

is denounced in an anonymous letter and sits in a French jail, waiting to be

turned over to the Nazis.

She escapes with the help of an apolitical cat burglar named François and

together they’re on the run in the places between shadows, as Gibrat uses

the evocative Paris rooftops and river barges on the Seine as important

supporting characters. Jeanne must avoid the Germans while striving to save

her comrades—including her beloved sister Cécile—from the Gestapo and

the double-agent who betrayed them all. 

Flight of the Raven is exciting and passionate, with incisive portraits that

reveal the complex moral choices people are forced to make during wartime.

The story builds to a crescendo and a denouement that’s both unexpected

and striking.

The book also includes a portfolio of pin-ups by the artist.

WINNER OF THE
BEST ARTIST
AWARD AT THE
ANGOULÊME
FESTIVAL!

“I discovered Jean-Pierre Gibrat when I was working
on color research for the first Blacksad story. His
drawing was amazing, the lighting breathtaking,
unbelievable nocturnal scenes, and a female character
you couldn’t help but fall in love with. I continue 
to worship him for the outstanding artist that he is, 
one who contributed radically to my own artistic path. 
He has a unique vision of comics, one in which color,
especially watercolor (my love and my nemesis), stands
as a storytelling pillar. And he keeps producing mind-
blowing work as if he didn’t even know it!”

—Juanjo Guarnido, Blacksad artist and co-creator

“IDW’s EuroComics imprint is all hits and no misses,
and the much needed addition of Gibrat just reinforces
its impeccable catalogue.”

—Eurocomics USA Invasion

WINNER OF THE
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“Dictionary to hand, I've read Jean-Pierre Gibrat in
French and in German for over twenty years, consis-
tently puzzled that no English language publisher has
picked up on his moving and stunningly illustrated
dramas. His characters, even the rogues, embody a
naturalistic grace and charm—and you'll fall in love
with Jeanne or Francois, or maybe both. Yes, they're
attractive, but Gibrat visually embodies his cast with 
a personality that shines off every page. Flight of the
Raven is a tense, thrilling, and heartwarming drama,
yet with the time to present idyllic and comic
interludes. Prepare to be entranced.”

—Frank Plowright, theslingsandarrows.com



Many thanks to my father, and to André Julliard, Alain Dodier, 

Pascal Montel, Bernard Puchulu, and Bruno Clergue, the frigate captain. 

— J.-P. G.
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Oh, Jeanne, you’re
off to a bad start !

My first night in jail… And I’m
hoping they keep me here.

if i’d been pinched by the Krauts,
I might be dead already.

lucky it was the French gendarmes
who picked me up! That gives me a
chance…a very slight chance !
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odd that the commissioner hasn’t 
handed me over to the germans yet… …He seems gutless…which isn’t

reassuring…Scared dogs are 
the ones that bite !

Well, mademoiselle
slept badly, I hope.

Because this little
business has ruined

my sleep.

you’re a 
problem for me,
mademoiseLle !

And all because of a little
anonymous letter !

A big 
problem !

while the French don’t
seem to read much…

…since the Occupa-
tion began, they’ve
rediscovered a
taste for writing.
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Ah, mademoiselle ! I
swear I wish We had
found only sausages
and cheese at your
place, rather than
three revolvers and
a Bag of Grenades @…

[My dear Commissioner, I realize this snitching debases me
somewhat, and, like the Duke of Guiche at death’s door, I’ll
risk feeling those ‘thousand self-disgusts, of which the sum
… is not remorse, but a dim, vague unrest.‘ Unfortunately,

this is the price of fighting the black market ! ]

These denunciation leTters
are coming into the station 
by the bushel…But yours is

especially charming @

You were sold out by 
a literary type, which
makes it unusual.

I’ll just read the
ending. it’s almost

poignant.

…Not to mention forged
ration cards and phony I.D.s!

it’s just not prudent to
stash guns under your
mattress these days. 
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Yes, it’s pretty
ugly…it might even
weigh on my heart.

You do know what the
Gestapo does to
people like you?

On the other hand, handing
over a Resistance fighter to
the Germans right now isn’t
exactly prudent either…

it would be quite a shock to
be found in the metro with 
three bullets in my back…

Yes, you certainly are a 
problem, mademoiselLe!
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Let me go !

What’s all
the ruckus?

it’s my
mother’s
jewelry.

A customer for you,
Commissioner.

But he still insists on
giving us grief !

You see, sir? He
won’t let up @

She asked me to
sell it all, to pay
for her surgery.

I’m not in the
mood today to
hear all this

crap.

it’s a terrible
misunderstanding,
Commissioner, sir…

We caught this bird on Rue
Lepic with three thousand
francs, some bags of
antiques, and pockets 
full of jewelry.

I swear, my dear
Commissioner, she’s 

quite ill…

She needs her gall-
bladder removed…

And these baubles,
the candelabra 
in your case…

…decor for
your mother’s
hospital room?

Lock him the
hell up !
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